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Abstract

We consider the problem of detecting the activity and counting overlapping speakers in distant-microphone recordings. We treat supervised Voice Activity Detection (VAD), Overlapped Speech Detection (OSD), joint VAD+OSD, and speaker counting as instances of a general Overlapped Speech Detection and Counting (OSDC) task, and we design a Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN) based method to address it. We show that TCNs significantly outperform state-of-the-art methods on two real-world distant speech datasets. In particular our best architecture obtains, for OSD, 29.1% and 25.5% absolute improvement in Average Precision over previous techniques on, respectively, the AMI and CHiME-6 datasets. Furthermore, we find that generalization for joint VAD+OSD improves by using a speaker counting objective rather than a VAD+OSD objective. We also study the effectiveness of forced alignment based labeling and data augmentation, and show that both can improve OSD performance.

Index Terms: overlapped speech detection, speaker counting, distant speech, forced alignment

1. Introduction

Reliable multi-party speech diarization [1–4] and recognition [5–8] is still one of biggest challenges in the field of speech processing. It is well known that one of the main obstacles is the presence of overlapped speech which arises naturally in spontaneous human conversations. In fact, when encountered, speech recognition and diarization performance can degrade significantly. For this reason, overlapped speech detection (OSD) [9–11] is, along with voice activity detection (VAD) [12], one of the key components for any successful speech processing system [13, 14].

Supervised neural network based OSD systems have been shown to outperform more classical approaches [15–17]. Notably, Sajan et al. [17] have shown that a neural network based approach for joint VAD+OSD can outperform a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based system on real-world distant speech data such as the AMI meeting dataset [18]. Recent work focusing on OSD only [19, 20] has shown even more impressive results in near-field conditions.

In parallel, Stötter et al. [21] have shown that a neural network can be trained to estimate the number of concurrent speakers rather than simply performing joint VAD+OSD. This approach has been further expanded in [22] where three different output distributions for this speaker counting problem are proposed, different neural architectures are explored, and the performance is compared with humans. Also, in [23], a deep learning based speaker counting algorithm was evaluated against human ability and different single-channel features were compared. Crucially, these previous works on supervised speaker counting have relied only on close-talk, synthetic mixtures for training and testing.

Building on these previous works, we study supervised joint VAD+OSD and speaker counting in distant speech scenarios. We propose a Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN) architecture for these tasks, and evaluate it against previous works on joint VAD+OSD [17] and speaker counting [22] on AMI and CHiME-6 [14]. Because, to the best of our knowledge, supervised speaker counting has never been studied on real-world data, we also explore how the class imbalance problem can be mitigated using data augmentation. Finally, we investigate the use of forced alignment (FA) as a labeling procedure for front-end speech segmentation applications, as used in [17] on AMI and in CHiME-6 [14].

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly explain the multi-class classification framework adopted for joint supervised VAD+OSD and speaker counting and introduce our proposed TCN network architecture. We describe the datasets used in our experiments in Section 3 and present our study on FA-based labeling in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we report and discuss our experimental results and, in Section 6, we draw conclusions.

2. Proposed Overlapped Speech Detection and Counting Method

2.1. Overlapped Speech Detection and Counting Task

We treat supervised VAD, OSD, joint VAD+OSD, and speaker counting in a unified way, as instances of a general Overlapped Speech Detection and Counting (OSDC) task. This task can be formulated as a multi-class supervised learning problem, i.e., given a sequence of feature vectors $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}$ and corresponding class labels $y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\}$, we wish to find the optimal parameters $\theta_{opt}$ of a model $F(X; \theta)$, which takes the feature vectors as inputs, and outputs the probability that the current frame belongs to a particular class.

In this framework, VAD and OSD can be treated either separately, as binary classification problems (speech vs. noise-only, overlap vs. non-overlap), or jointly, as a three-class (noise-only, single speaker, overlapped speech) problem. Speaker counting can be formulated as an $(N+1)$-classes classification problem with $N$ the maximum possible number of overlapping speakers [21]. While this approach is not the only one for supervised speaker counting, it has been found to be the most effective [22], provided the maximum possible number is known.
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2.2. TCN Architecture

We explore the use of a Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN) for OSDC, as this type of architecture has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance in many sequence-related tasks [24] and for source separation [25]. By employing stacked dilated convolutional layers, it exploits a long context and, at the same time, being fully convolutional, it is significantly faster than recurrent models in both training and inference phases.

Our architecture, depicted in Fig. 1, borrows some key design choices from [25, 26]. As input features, we use 80 log-mel filterbank features extracted from 25 ms windows with 10 ms stride. These are fed to a normalization layer followed by a $80 \times 64$ convolutional (conv) layer and by $R = 3$ blocks of $X = 5$ residual blocks (res blocks) with 1-D dilated convolutions, where in each block dilatation factor increases as $2^0, 2^1, \ldots, 2^{X-1}$. Contrary to [25] we do not use skip connections as this degraded the performance for our task. Each residual block consists of a $64 \times 128$ point-wise convolution (conv $1 \times 1$), followed by normalization and activation, a dilated depth-wise separable $128 \times 128$ convolution (depth-conv), followed by normalization and activation, and another $128 \times 64$ point-wise convolution.

We use PReLU [27] as the activation function, layer normalization [28] for all normalization layers, and a kernel size of 3 in depth-wise dilated convolutions. A final $64 \times N$ point-wise convolution layer followed by softmax is used to output the probability of each frame belonging to one of the $N$ classes (e.g., $N = 3$ for VAD+OSD). RAdam [29] is used for optimization and we tune the learning rate and the batch size for each experiment on a development set. Inference is performed with noise from the CHiME-6 training set [14]. Each impulse responses (RIRs) generated via gpuRIR [31] and contaminated with noise from the CHiME-6 training set [14]. Each mixture involves 4 speakers, whose position and amount of overlap can change over time. For each mixture, we sampled randomly room size between $20 \div 50 m^2$ and T60 reverberation time between $0.3 \div 0.7 s$. We simulated a close-talk reference microphone for each speaker. Thus, each RIR relates each speaker with a close-talk cardioid microphone input for a particular relative position. Ground truth word-level speaker activity was obtained from the clean utterances via the Montreal Forced Aligner (MFA) [32] and shifted according to the delay introduced by each RIR. We generated 10 synthetic mixtures, each with 19–23 min duration and with 20% percentage of overlapped speech using a total of 1663 RIRs.

3. Datasets

We conduct experiments on two real datasets: AMI and CHiME-6. In order to assess the impact of labeling error, we also build a controlled synthetic dataset. We describe them below.

3.1. Synthetic Dataset

Our synthetic dataset simulates multi-speaker recordings. Each simulated recording consists of clean speech utterances from Librispeech [30] train-clean-100 convolved with artificial room impulse responses (RIRs) generated via gpuRIR [31] and contaminated with noise from the CHiME-6 training set [14]. Each

### Table 1: Absolute error in ms of word-level boundaries estimated by FA on the synthetic dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>No Overlap [ms]</th>
<th>Overlap [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono</td>
<td>75/100</td>
<td>40/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tri1</td>
<td>50/70</td>
<td>25/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tri2</td>
<td>40/60</td>
<td>20/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tri3</td>
<td>40/60</td>
<td>20/30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except for the monophone model, FA exhibits small errors.
even when the reference microphone has been placed farther, most often below 30 ms and sometimes up to 50 ms, and the presence of overlapped speech does not significantly degrade the results. In the 60 cm case, greater errors up to 80 ms can be occasionally introduced in the presence of overlapped speech.

In the following, we will show experimentally on AMI, for which manual labels are available, that such errors do not impact the performance of a supervised speech segmentation algorithm. Conversely, using for training FA-based labels, obtained on per-speaker headset devices, improves the performance of the algorithm even when testing it on manually labeled data. This differs from the approach in [17] where FA-based labels were used both for training and testing, a procedure which could possibly be subject to bias in evaluation if not double-checked with manual annotation.

5. Experimental Evaluation

Hereafter, we present the results obtained for the proposed method (TCN) as well as the method in [17] (LSTM), originally proposed for joint VAD+OSD, and the best method in [22] (CRNN), originally proposed for speaker counting. We choose [17] for comparison because, to the best of our knowledge, it is the only paper where supervised neural OSD has been applied to AMI far-field data. More recent works on supervised neural OSD such as [19, 20] only report results on AMI headset data. The LSTM architecture has 2M parameters and outputs a prediction for every frame given a context of 11 frames. The CRNN has a lower parameter count of 157k and outputs a prediction for every frame given a context of 500 frames. The proposed method is significantly more computationally efficient than both.

For each architecture, we evaluate two versions: one trained for joint VAD+OSD and another one trained for speaker counting (COUNT). We are interested in comparing these two approaches because, on the one hand, speaker counting discriminates a larger set of classes but, on the other hand, it is plagued by the class imbalance problem which arises from conversational speech. The class imbalance can be seen in Table 2, which reports the class statistics for AMI and CHiME-6. For both datasets, the number of 4-speakers and 3-speakers frames is a small fraction of the total number of frames. Joint VAD+OSD is less informative than counting but possibly more robust, because the class imbalance appears to be more manageable.

We decided to report the performance of our algorithms using Average Precision (AP) which summarizes the Precision-Recall curve and is widely used, for example, in object segmentation [34] and other tasks where there is strong class imbalance. Scores are computed on 10 ms frame-level predictions. We also performed statistical significance testing for the values reported in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 between top-3 performing architectures. For each Table, in each column, we highlight in bold font the best result and ones which are statistically equivalent to the best (if any) with \( p = 0.001 \). We choose Wilcoxon-Signed Rank non-parametric test [35] as we found metrics distribution to be highly non normal.

5.1. AMI

In our experiments on AMI we use as training material all channels from all microphone arrays as well as headset and lapel mixes. For testing, the first microphone of array 1 is used as

\[ \mu = 16.7, \sigma = 4 \] dB scale. In this way, we augmented the original data by a factor of 70%. These hyperparameters were tuned on development-set. The impact of this augmentation scheme as well as the use of FA-based labels for training will be shown later in Section 5.3.

In Table 3, we report the AP scores achieved for VAD and OSD by the three architectures trained either for COUNT or for joint VAD+OSD. In the case of COUNT training, VAD and OSD are achieved at test time by summing the probabilities of the corresponding output classes. In Table 4, we report AP scores for each count (noise-only, 1 speaker, 2 speakers, etc.) for the architectures trained for COUNT.

Table 2: Frame-level class frequency (%) for the AMI and CHiME-6 development and evaluation sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class frequency</th>
<th>noise</th>
<th>1-spk</th>
<th>2-spk</th>
<th>3-spk</th>
<th>4-spk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHiME-6</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eval</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in [17]. Unless stated otherwise, all scores in Tables 3, 4, and 5 are computed with respect to manual labels. Training is performed on FA-based labels instead obtained with a tris Kaldi GMM-HMM model trained on speakers headset microphones.

To counteract the class imbalance problem, we use a data augmentation strategy similar to the one in [20] which we extend here also to speaker counting. We dynamically create at training time new examples for 2, 3, and 4 concurrent speakers by overlapping respectively 2, 3, and 4 random single-speaker chunks from the original dataset. To further increase training material, we normalize each chunk using a random gain factor sampled from \( \mathcal{N}(\mu = -16.7, \sigma = 4) \) dB scale. In this way, we augmented the original data by a factor of 70%. These hyperparameters were tuned on development-set. The impact of this augmentation scheme as well as the use of FA-based labels for training will be shown later in Section 5.3.

The proposed TCN-based architecture achieves the best figures for both joint VAD+OSD and COUNT variants. More generally, as we could expect, the AP score for VAD is remarkably higher than for OSD (Table 3). This suggests that OSD is a more challenging task, but also that the data augmentation scheme is not enough to counteract the class imbalance. This difference is even more extreme when looking at the counting performance (Table 4), where high AP values are obtained only for noise-only and 1-speaker classes and all architectures fail to give reliable predictions for 3 and 4 speakers.

Table 3: AP (%) on the AMI development and evaluation sets for VAD and OSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>VAD</th>
<th>OSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dev</td>
<td>eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN-COUNT</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN-VAD+OSD</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-COUNT</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-VAD+OSD</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRNN-COUNT</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRNN-VAD+OSD</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: AP (%) on the AMI evaluation set for counting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>noise</th>
<th>1-spk</th>
<th>2-spk</th>
<th>3-spk</th>
<th>4-spk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCN-COUNT</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-COUNT</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRNN-COUNT</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The code for synthetic data and experiments is available at github.com/popcornell/OSDC.
An unexpected result is that the TCN architecture trained for COUNT outperforms the one trained for joint VAD+OSD when evaluated on the OSD task, while both training objectives result in similar performance on the VAD task.

In Table 5, we further compare the proposed approach as well as our re-implementation of [17] with the results originally reported in terms of accuracy in [17] on the AMI evaluation set. Both our re-implementation and our proposed method reach higher accuracy for both VAD and OSD. Having re-implemented the same architecture (LSTM-VAD+OSD), the improvement over the original [17] is mainly due to the fact that we use a better data augmentation strategy while [17] used out-of-domain synthetic data. FA-obtained labels, instead, are used both in [17] and in this work. It must be noted, however, that accuracy does not fully reflect performance for OSD. In fact, by supposing no overlapped speech in all evaluation set, an accuracy of 83% is obtained.

5.2. CHiME-6

Hereafter we present the results obtained on the CHiME-6 corpus. Training was performed using all microphone channels from all array devices with FA-based labels obtained using the official challenge baseline Kaldi recipe\(^2\). For development and evaluation, we used the provided official FA-based labels as ground truth and we averaged predictions across all microphone channels. Regarding data-augmentation the same strategy adopted for AMI was used but with an augmentation factor of 40%.

Tables 6 and 7 report the AP achieved by all architectures for VAD and OSD and for counting, respectively. Compared to AMI, we obtain lower AP values in general. In fact, due to its less constrained setting, CHiME-6 is arguably a much more challenging dataset. Nevertheless, the trends observed on AMI are preserved: the TCN architecture consistently performs better, and the AP for OSD remains much lower than the one for VAD. This is reflected in the lower AP values obtained for 2, 3, and 4 speakers.

Again, the TCN architecture trained for COUNT outperforms the one trained for joint VAD+OSD for the OSD task on the evaluation set, and performs similarly for VAD. This result is in accordance to what has been found on AMI. Teaching the network to count speakers, rather than merely identifying the presence of overlapped speech, leads the model to perform better. In this particular case, speaker counting helps generalization as the network is forced to learn a more difficult task.

### 5.3. Ablation Study

Table 8 compares the results obtained by our best performing method (TCN-COUNT) with those obtained by the same TCN architecture without data augmentation and without FA-based labeling (in the latter case, manual labels are used for training). We can see that performance drops significantly without FA labeling especially on AMI, possibly because, for this dataset, manual annotation is less reliable as explained in [19]. Data-augmentation improves the performance on AMI but gives mixed results on CHiME-6. In fact while it slightly improves OSD AP the VAD AP degrades. We hypothesize this is due to the fact that CHiME-6 is considerably more noisy and by overlapping multiple speech segments also the noise adds up, resulting in less realistic synthetic mixtures especially in non-speech regions.

### 6. Conclusions

In this work we studied the problem of activity detection of multiple speakers with far-field microphones. Specifically, we focused and compared two different approaches: joint VAD+OSD and speaker counting which, to the best of our knowledge, has never been studied on real-world data. For both approaches we proposed a TCN-based neural network architecture which was shown to outperform previously proposed architectures on AMI and CHiME-6. As an additional contribution we also studied the use of forced-alignment as a labeling procedure for these tasks and we showed that it can improve performance even when manual annotation is used for evaluation.

In our experiments we found that the class imbalance problem which plagues speaker counting and, to a less extent, OSD can be partially mitigated by using data augmentation but both remain very challenging tasks in real-world distant speech scenarios. In particular, while we failed at training a reliable speaker counting system, we showed that it can be more convenient to use a speaker counting objective to perform joint VAD+OSD rather than training a network directly with a joint VAD+OSD objective, as the network trained to count shows improved generalization.
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